Soft Scrubs™

Three Layer Disposable Scrubs

Soft Scrubs™
Made of incredibly soft material for the comfort and safety needed to work long hours.
Soft Scrubs™ provides modesty with complete “no show through” coverage. This clothing can be worn as a
protective undergarment where sterile gowning is used. After each use, clothing can be disposed of to help reduce
the spread of germs, bio-burdens, or contagions.

Available Garments

Denim Blue Short Sleeve
Shirt, Round Hemmed
Neck, Left Chest Pocket,
Right Front Hip Pocket,
Cloth Loop for Hanging

Denim Blue Long Sleeve
Shirt, Round Hemmed
Neck, Left Chest Pocket,
Elastic Wrists, Cloth Loop
for Hanging

Denim Blue Pants, Elastic
Waist, Right Rear Hip
Pocket, Open Ankles,
Reinforced Crotch, Cloth
Loop for Hanging

#2055B
Small - 4XL
30 per case

#2054B
Small - 4XL
30 per case

#2052B
Small - 4XL
30 per case
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Soft Scrubs™

Three Layer Disposable Scrubs

Beneﬁts
Throughout hospitals, clinics, veterinary offices,
pharmacies, and dental offices around the globe,
one of the most widely used medical protective
clothing items are scrubs. Health workers and
medical professionals rely on them daily to
protect against bio-burdens—both seen and
unseen.
When you need a quick and easy solution to fight
germs, bio-burdens, and contagions, Soft Scrubs™
are equally as effective as they are comfortable.
Each disposable scrub garment is designed with
anti-static fabric and includes a cloth loop to
conveniently hang up clothing.
Soft Scrubs™ apparel is incredibly soft and
breathable, helping you stay cooler over long
hours. Our scrubs are made of blue, three-layer
SMS fabric that provides modesty with complete
“no show through” coverage.

Disposable

Easy Cloth Hanging Loop

Anti-Static Fabric

Blue color masks stains

No-Show Through

Soft and Comfortable

Skip the laundry and enjoy the convenience
of disposable scrubs. No more carrying
clothes back and forth. Simply throw them
away at the end of a shift.

Fabric is anti-static to prevent
electrostatic discharge.

Fabric is designed for “no-show”
through coverage.

(800) 345-5972

Quickly hang clothing items up with the
attached hanging loop for an easier
donning and doffing process.

The dark blue color helps hide stains while
you’re on the go.

Garments are incredibly soft and breathable
so you can feel cool and comfortable hour
after hour.
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